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NEWS

Pilot project focuses
on systemic change
The Engaged Department Initiative,
funded by a grant from the Grand
Rapids Community Foundation,
urges community-based learning

BACK

SEE A3

A&E

Laker Brass Quintet
plays in Arts at Noon
A faculty brass ensemble, the GVSU
Brass Quintet brought seasonal
music of all varieties to a full-house
audience in the Cook-DeWitt Center
SEE A7

SPORTS

GV volleyball falls in
NCAA tournament
The Grand Valley State volleyball
team saw its season end with a fourset loss to Lewis in the first round of
the NCAA tournament last week
SEE A9

FEATURED

View full-page photo
collage of soccer win
Flip to the sports section for a full
page of photos taken during Grand
Valley State’s national title win in
Pensacola, Florida over the weekend
SEE A10

CELEBRATION: Members of the Grand Valley State soccer team celebrate following its Division II national title
win over Columbus State in Pensacola, Florida. The Lakers have won three consecutive titles. GVL I EMILY FRYE

Lakers take third straight championship, fifth in seven years with 2-0 win
BY MASON TRONSOR
ASSISTANTSPORTS@LANTHORN.COM
PENSACOLA, FLA.

hree. Two. One. The clock finally
struck zero as the Grand Valley State
soccer team made history on Satur
day at Escambia County Stadium.
The Lakers’ 2-0 victory over Co
lumbus State gave GVSU its fifth national title in
program history, passing Franklin Pierce (four
titles) for the most in NCAA Division II history.
“Couldn’t be more proud of our girls getting
the job done,” said GVSU head coach Jeff Hosier.
“From day one, this is what they set out to do.”

With the win, the Lakers (23-1-1) secured
their third straight national title. The match
was a chance to redeem the demons from the
2011 season where GVSU also had a chance
for a three-peat, but fell to Saint Rose in the
national championship game.
The Lakers entered the scoring column first
with a free kick just outside the box from junior
All-American Marti Corby in the eighth minute.
She struck the ball into the upper 90 of the goal
frame to give the Lakers a one-goal lead.
GVSU wasn’t done.
Senior forward Katie Bounds, playing in
her final match in a Laker uniform, scored
with 70 seconds left in the half. Corby led

Bounds with a deep pass, and Bounds beat
two defenders before rifling a shot over the
CSU goaltender to send GVSU ahead 2-0.
“Nothing means more to me than this
moment,” Bounds said. “It’s a different jour
ney every year coming to the Final Four
and I wouldn’t change it for the world and I
wouldn’t change any girl.”
The goal gave the Lakers a 2-0 lead heading
into the half. The Cougars, who mounted a num
ber of offensive opportunities early, kept pressing
through the second half.
“They definitely put us under pressure early?’
SEE SOCCIR | A2

ADMISSIONS

STUDENT SENATE

Winter semester enrollment decreases

Checking in with Ottawa County

BY ASHLYN KORIENEK
A KORIENEK@LA N THORN. COM

s Grand Valley State Uni
versity transitions between
semesters in the new year,
many students enroll at
the university while others
graduate or decide to leave.
Philip Batty, director of Institutional
Analysis, said about 5 to 6 percent of new
freshmen leave between the fall and win
ter semesters. For all other class-stand
ings, he said the number is undetermin
able until after classes begin.
“We won’t know anything about post
fall retention until winter classes start,”
Batty said. “Actually, we wait until the end
of the drop or add period to let the dust
settle a bit before we measure.”

The reason for departing from GVSU,
Batty said, is complex and varies by stu
dent. After spending some time away
from home, he said many first-year stu
dents choose to move closer to home.
“The most common reason given is
T wanted to move closer to home,”’ Batty
said. “Students who are involved in activi
ties outside class, who are certain about
their major and have interacted positively
with an academic advisor have histori
cally been least likely to drop out.”
Batty said the average number of
transfer students admitted between se
mesters at the university is 500.
“About half of the transfer students ad
mitted in the winter semester come from
Michigan community colleges,” Batty
said. “This includes about 30 percent
from Grand Rapids Community College.”

From the winter of 2015, the top com
munity colleges students transferred from
included Grand Rapids Community Col
lege, Muskegon Community College and
learning Community College. The num
ber of students that attended from GRCC
was 162 during this semester.
During the fall of 2015, a total of
1,808 students were admitted to GVSU
as new undergraduate transfers, ac
cording to an Institutional Analysis sur
vey. More students were admitted in the
fall semester than the winter with 474
students transferred.
“Last winter at Grand Valley State
University, we had about 504 new under
graduate transfer students enrolled for the
winter 2015 semester,” said Jodi ChycinsSEE ENROLLMENT | A2

NUMBERS: A graduate waves to her friends and family at the 2015 Commencement. The average number of transfer students from fall
to winter semester is around 500 students. During fall 2015,1.808 students were admitted as undergraduate transfers. GVL | ARCHIVE

Commissioner reports on upcoming
projects around Allendale Campus
that he, along with a few other
senators, has attended Allen
dale Township board meetings
axes are low, the about new sidewalks.
“We’ve made it clear that we
number of jobs
being created is want these sidewalks,” he said.
Oeffner also urged other
rising, agriculture
production is up senators to go to the meetings
and new sidewalks are being and make their presence and
objective known.
built in Ottawa County.
Sidewalks are not the only
Greg Dejong joined the
student senate for their meet new things happening here.
ing in the Grand Valley State Ottawa County is beginning
University Alumni House on to create more jobs through
Thursday. Dejong, an Ottawa out its county limits.
“Ottawa County is leading
County commissioner, came
the state with
to speak to the
creating
jobs,”
senators about
Dejong
said
recent projects in
“We’re working
“There are good
the county.
hard at a county
jobs here, and
Most relevant
level to make
were starting to
to GVSU com
do a better job of
munity mem
sure you guys are
retaining our ed
bers, sidewalks
staying safe out
ucated people.”
will be installed
The recession
here...”
on 48th Avenue
hit this particu
as of April 1,
lar county hard,
2016.
GREG DEJONG
but
agriculture
“Were work
OTTAWA COUNTY
pulled out and
ing hard at a
COMMISSIONER
has since been
county level to
helping Ottawa
make sure you
guys are staying safe out here,” County make big strides is cre
Dejong said. “48th Avenue ating those new jobs.
“Ottawa County is second
(and) Lake Michigan Drive all
the way to Pierce Street will be in the state of Michigan in agri
a boulevard, and there will be culture production and we are
sidewalks on both sides of that.” creating jobs in the agriculture
Dejong also hinted at a new business,” he explained. “Were
housing project on Pierce Street proud of the fact that we’re cre
and 52nd Avenue that will ating jobs and retaining jobs in
require sidewalks to be built our agriculture business.”
Dejong said taxes are analongside the development.
Vice President for External
Relations Andy Oeffner noted
BY JESS HODGE
JHODGE@LAN THORN. COM

SEE OTTAWA | A2
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HOLLAND EXHIBIT CELEBRATES LATINO RESIDENTS
The Kutsche Office of Local History is celebrating the life
and history of Holland's Latino residents in a new exhibit at
the Herrick District Library in Holland, Michigan.
"Nuestra Comunidad Hispana” opens today and features
a collection of oral histories and portraits of Latino resi
dents in Holland. Development for the project began back
in August as a way to celebrate National Hispanic Heritage
Month 2015.
The exhibit is scheduled to be on display throughout the
month of December. The Herrick District Library is located
at 300 S. River Ave. in Holland.
For more information, go to www.gvsu.edu/kutsche.

DEALING WITH DIFFICULT PEOPLE WORKSHOP
The next installment of the Excellence Series at Grand
Valley State University invites faculty and staff to a work
shop that will focus on managing difficult people and
situations on Dec. 8.
Hosted by Joan Epperson, president of Global Business
Solutions & Associates, attendees will leave the workshop
better equipped to ensure a positive outcome when dealing
with difficult people and/or situations.
“Excellence Series: Dealing with Difficult People" will
take place from 8:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. in the Kirkhof Center,
Room 2270.
To register for the event, go to www.gvsu.edu/sprout.

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION DECEMBER
CONVOCATION
For the first time ever, Ottawa Hills High School in Grand
Rapids will be the location for the College of Education
December Convocation on Dec. 10.
This new location is the result of the recent collabora
tive partnership between Ottawa Hills High School and the
COE at Grand Valley State University. Close to 125 graduates
from the COE will participate in the ceremony.
The convocation will take place from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. in
the Ottawa Hills High School Auditorium, located at 2055
Rosewood Ave SE.
For more information about the event, contact Dottie
Barnes in University Communications at (616) 331-2221.

the most valuable offensive and defensive
players of the tournament went to Corby
and senior Katy Woolley.
The Lakers will return to Allendale with
another trophy in hand and for the seniors,
a dream ending to a back-to-back-to-back
national championship run.
“Its super cool because we got to do
it as a team,” Woolley said. “Being a se
nior, its great to go out on a win. I’m
just glad to have gone out like this. I’m
literally speechless.”

the second half, but both were waived off
due to offside penalties.
GVSU freshman goalkeeper Emily
Maresh kept a clean sheet in the title
match as she was awarded with the
shutout. She faced 12 total shots and
made four saves.
The Lakers kept the CSU’s primary
playmaker in Chelsea Person out of the
game plan thanks to solid team defense,
especially from junior All-American de
fender Clare Carlson.
GVSU swept the conference awards, as

SOCCER
Hosier said. “I thought we did a much bet
ter job in the second half of just settling
the game by putting the ball on the car
pet and knocking it around.”
The second half was a stalemate. With
a 2-0 lead, GVSU was able to play with a
ctishion, but both teams still made attacks
toward the goals.
Each team recorded a phantom goal in

ENROLLMENT
CONTINUED FROM A1

ki, director of admissions.
The top universities on the
transfer list include: Michigan
State University, Ferris State
University and Northwestern
Michigan College.
During calculation for the
winter enrollment, Batty said
students participating in study
abroad programs in other coun
tries, enrolled at GVSU for the
semester, are counted in the en
rollment numbers.
“For many study abroad pro
grams, the students register as
GVSU students for the semester
even though they’re physically else
where,” he said. “Those students
are counted as enrolled. Students
in other types of study abroad ar
rangements are not counted.”
GO TO:
www.gvsu.edu/ia
FOR MORE INFORMATION

POPULATION: A GVSU student shows off his diploma after walking off stage during the 2015 com
mencement ceremony. Fewer students are enrolled in the winter than the fall. GVL I ARCHIVE

GVSU CANCER WARRIORS CYCLE
Grand Valley State University faculty members will help
facilitate a group conversation among cancer survivors,
caregivers and friends and family members of those af
fected by cancer on Dec. 8.
The event is designed for individuals affected directly
and indirectly by cancer who are in need of support from
people in a similar situation. Also up for discussion are ways
to cope with cancer-related challenges as well as how to
deal with the treatments.
The discussion will be facilitated by cancer survivor
Ingrid Johnson, GVSU Health and Wellness work life consul
tant and former cancer caregiver Sue Sloop, GVSU Health
and Wellness work life consultant.
“GVSU Cancer Warriors Circle” will take place from 3
p.m. to 4 p.m. in conference room (Room 302E) of the
DeVos Center, located on the Pew Campus.
To register for the event, go to www.gvsu.edu/sprout.

CAMPUS FOOD INSECURITY DISCUSSION
Grand Valley State University students from the Design
Thinking to Meet Real World Needs course (LIB 323, HNR
313) will partner with the student food pantry Restore for
an interactive discussion about food insecurity.
At the event, attendees will discuss amongst one an
other the issue of food insecurity facing college campuses
as well as possible solutions to the problem.
The event is LIB 100/201 approved and will take place
from 6 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. on Dec. 9 at the DeVos Center,
Room 111D.
Located on the GVSU Pew Campus, the event is free and
open to the general public. Refreshments will be provided.
For additional information, contact either Danielle Lake
at lakeda@gvsu.edu or Linda Chamberlain at chambeli@
gvsu.edu.
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UPCOMING PROJECTS: The Grand Valley State University student senate met in the Alumni House on Dec. 3. They discussed the sidewalks
to come to 48th Avenue, millage rates, low tax rates and increased job opportunities for people in Ottawa County. GVL I LUKE HOLMES

mill is 1/1,000 of a dollar.
Dejong notes that mental health is a
problem that needs to be addressed, and
the cuts do affect people.
“Ottawa County has lost almost $4
million to our mental health organiza
tions,” he explained. “It’s only because
of state budget cuts (so) we need to raise
about $3.5 million dollars.”
The other millage rate on the ballot
would be a renewal one for the park systems.
“We’re very proud of that fact that we

OTTAWA
CONTINUED FROM A1

other reason to love Ottawa County.
With the third-lowest taxes in Michi
gan, Ottawa County hasn’t seen a
county tax rate increase in eight years.
However, on the upcoming ballot, vot
ers will get to decide on millage for two
things: mental health and parks. Millage is a rate of tax expressed in mills. A

have some of the best park systems here
in the state of Michigan,” Dejong said.
“Sixty-three percent of Ottawa County
residents said they (would) support a re
newal millage for our parks.”
Ottawa County strives to create great
service from the 1,100 employees and 11
commissioners who work for them.
“Service is a huge thing for us at Ot
tawa County,” Dejong concludes. “We
strive to do the very best we can.”
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At the lanthom we strive to bring you the most accurate news possible. If we make
a mistake, we want to make it right. If you find any errors in fact in the Lanthom, let
us know by calling 616-331-2464 or by emailing editoriakaianthom.com.

HOLIDAY:
Dutch food was
served during the
Dutch holiday cel
ebration, Sinterclaas,
which was held in
the Kirkhof Center
building on Dec. 4.
Sinterclaas is similar
to Santa Clause be
cause he also brings
children presents.
However, Sinterclaas
arrives with white
horses to drop off
small gifts starting
a few weeks before
Christmas Day.

The Grand Valley Lanthom is published twice-weekly by Grand Valley State
University students 62 times a year. One copy of this newspaper is available
free of charge to any member of the Grand Valley Community. For additional
copies, at $1 each, please contact our business offices.
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The Lanthom is published on recycled paper and is printed with soy bean ink.
This means that our newspaper is entirely compostable. Help us do our part to
be kind to the environment by recycling or composting this newspaper after
you enjoy reading it
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Grand Valley Lanthom
0051 Kirkhof Center
Grand Valley State University
Allendale, Ml 4*401
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COLLABORATION

Area colleges unite for
community-based learning
BY TAYLOR FUSSMAN
TFUSSMAN@LANTHORN.COM

rand Valley State Uni
versity, Grand Rapids
Community College,
Aquinas College and
Michigan
Campus
Compact are working together to
improve community-based learn
ing and empower regional, system
ic change in West Michigan.
A new pilot project called the En
gaged Department Initiative (EDI) of
ficially began in the summer of 2015
and will conclude in December 2016.
The EDI is funded by a grant from
the Grand Rapids Community Foun
dation, which the leadership team
from the collaborating institutions
used to develop the initiative by gath
ering best practices from similar proj
ects at universities across the nation.
The GVSU anthropology, hos
pitality and tourism management,
and geography and planning depart

ments are involved with the initia
tive. Grants were given to each of
these departments to support the
community-based efforts of the EDI.
Danielle Lake, an assistant profes
sor of Liberal Studies at GVSU, said
there is a five person cross-institu
tional and trans-disciplinary research
team studying the initiative. The team
includes education specialist Paula
Lancaster from GVSU, anthropolo
gist Dillon Carr from GRCC, econo
mist Todd Yarbrough from Aquinas
and nonprofit management specialist
Heather Carpenter from GVSU. Lake
serves as the public philosopher.
This research team will evaluate
the success of the EDI through case
study research documenting the pro
cesses, programs, activities and sys
tems of support engaged throughout
each stage of collaboration and by
collecting student persistence rates in
the participating departments.
“The grants can be used to support
department planning, faculty devel
opment and activities in the commu

nity,” said Ruth Stegeman, director for
community engagement at GVSU.
“Community-based teaching typically
requires more time and resources than
traditional classroom-based teaching,
and we wanted to support that.”
The anthropology department has
been using the grant to build a part
nership with the Bethany Refugee and
Immigrant Services Program.
“We are hoping to have our stu
dents help Bethany better enculturate
the various refugee groups, to help
them educate their employees and vol
unteers about the cultures of the refu
gee populations and to help Bethany
better advocate for their refugee clients
in the Grand Rapids community,” said
Deana Weibel, associate professor and
chair of the anthropology department.
Patricia Janes, an associate pro
fessor in the hospitality and tour
ism management department, said
they have been using the grant as
an opportunity to learn how its en
gagement activities could enhance
educational experiences for students

EDUCATION: GVSU is working with colleges to integrate community-based learn
ing as part of the Engaged Department Initiative, courtesy | lauren Johnson

while benefiting the community.
“Although we are only six months
into the 18-month cycle, we have
made changes in how we operate
and engage with all stakeholders,”
Janes said. “We are excited about our
future planned initiatives, what we
will continue to learn and how we
will apply this to our department.”
The community-based teaching
being built into these departments
curriculum will provide students
with more consistency in their learn
ing. Students can also expect an in

crease in opportunities for research
due to the development of deeper
and more maintainable relationships
with community partners.
The EDI will continue to encour
age the incorporation of communi
ty-based opportunities into student
learning and development throughout
the remainder of the initiative.

GO TO:
http://bit.ly/21l1gaU
FOR MORE INFORMATION

Literary journal accepting
undergraduate submissions

STUDENT PUBLICATION

BY STEPHANIE BRZEZINSKI
ASSOCIATE@LANTHORN.COM

CREATIVITY: GVSU students can submit their non-fiction, fiction, poetry, art and
photography to fishladder, a student-run journal, courtesy I GVSU fishladder

s finals week approaches,
students at Grand Valley
State University are com
pleting papers and proj
ects. For students with
more creative pieces, fishladder is ac
cepting submissions until Dec. 22.
Jackie Vega, GVSU senior and
editor-in-chief of fishladder, said the
student-run publication received about
400 submissions last year, and so far,
about 50 students have submitted for
the 2016 edition. These come from
anyone, regardless of their major.
“Fishladder is an undergraduate,
all-student submission journal of
literature and arts,” Vega said. “We
encourage students to send their
best stuff. We like to see people ex
perimenting and really pushing the
boundaries of their craft.”
Students can submit their writ
ten and visual works to several
categories: non-fiction, fiction, po
etry, art and photography. They can
also send drama, which should be
placed into the appropriate catego
ry depending on the content.
Vega added that students can sub
mit multiple pieces to multiple genres.
The limit is three fiction pieces (20
pages or less), three nonfiction pieces
(20 pages or less), five poems and three
drama pieces, as well as five photos and

five art pieces per submission deadline. hard work,” Huey said. “I am here
Although the publication changes if they need me to help them get
every year as the staff and submitters through the process.”
He agreed with Vega that get
change, Vega said they can count on
the most submissions going to the ting involved with fishladder has
fiction category, which had between many benefits.
“It is one of the coolest opportu
70 and 80 pieces last year.
“We try to pick pieces that show nities for students to take what they
case the talent here,” Vega said. “We learn in classes into a non-class
first look for quality and try to have room context,” Huey said. “They
a ratio between genres. Its impor see the product from beginning to
end. I like helping facilitate that.”
tant to have a cohesive journal.”
Even though getting published
Some students might not want
to risk their work getting rejected, can be difficult, he said it is worth
but Vega said the journal is just taking the chance.
“Part of the reason why we write or
one of the many ways students
create art is to find an audience for it,”
can get involved on campus.
“Submitting your work can be ,J Huey said, “fishladder is a way .of do
super intimidating, but fishladder ing that. Its competitive because our
is a starting point for people look best students submit their best stuff,
ing to get published,” Vega said. but if you’re going to write after col
“Its a first step and a great way lege, you need to know the process.”
After the submission portal
to build connections when you
graduate. It’s important especially closes on Dec. 22, the fishladder
if you want to be a writer or artist.” staff will review the pieces and
The journal has had a few facul choose the ones they feel should be
ty advisers since it began in 2003. considered for publication. A print
Amorak Huey, a GVSU writing edition comes out every April.
To send in writing or artwork, go
professor, said his department has
passed the role around, and this is to www.fishladder.submittable.com/
submit and sign up for a free account.
his third year as adviser.
Besides offering advice, he
helps select the senior editors,
works between the students and
GO TO:
the printer and handles the mon
etary side of the publication.
http://blt.ly/1XUkp4J
“The students do most of the
FOR MORE INFORMATION

ONLINE SAFETY

Cyber security workshop notes issues facing small businesses
BY MEGHAN MCBRADY
MMCBRADY@LANTHORN.COM

ith the increasing presence of busi
nesses online, protecting a compa
ny’s investments and customers has
become a full-time commitment.
In order to educate and provide
online support for small businesses, the Michi
gan Small Business Development Center (MISBDC) at Grand Valley State University con
ducted a cyber security workshop on Dec. 4.
Taking place at the L. William Seidman Cen
ter on the Pew Campus, the workshop, “Small
Business, Big Threat” focused on the importance
and issues within cyber security for small busi
ness owners and entrepreneurs. The workshop
also emphasized what to look for and how to pre
vent cyber-attacks before they even happened.
John Hey, COO of Trivalent Group, Inc.,

led the workshop and panel discussion on Fri
day. He primarily focused on cyber security
threats and how to safeguard against them.
“Security is not convenient,” Hey said. “A
few years ago an eight-character password
was considered rather strong, but now it’s
just ‘ehh.’ Now we’re talking 16 to 25 char
acters, pass phrases and that’s not conve
nient. Who could even remember that?”
He said that even if all the steps within
his presentation were implemented in a
small business - such as buying and selling
online, protecting company information and
physical and mobile security - an individual
could still be impacted by cyber threats.
Ultimately, the reason why cyber security has
become such a big issue, he said, is because soci
ety continues to grow and diverge with increasSEE CYBER | A5

AWARE: Small business owners attended GVSU’s Cyber Security Workshop to listen to John Hey give
the keynote speech. Hey discussed how to be safe and prevent online attacks. GVi | kasey garveunk
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EDITORIAL

By Natalie Love

Laker Pride
Athletics program shows
strength of GV community
n Sunday af
ternoon, the
Grand Valley
State
soccer
team marched
into the lobby of the
GVSU Fieldhouse amidst
a crowd of more than
100 supporters. Members
from the GVSU football,
volleyball,
basketball,
cross country and golf
teams were present to wel
come home Laker soccer,
and a number of other rec
ognizable faces -- includ
ing athletic director Tim
Selgo, football coach Matt
Mitchell, cross country
and track and field coach
Jerry Baltes and men’s golf
coach Gary Bissell.
It was a celebration of a
third straight national title
for the GVSU soccer team.
It was also a celebration of
GVSU athletics.
Over the weekend, both
the soccer and football
teams travelled a number
of hours to their respective
locations. Soccer played in
Pensacola, Florida, while
football trekked to Pueblo,
Colorado. GVSU President
Thomas Haas and his wife
Marcia both made the trip
to Pensacola to cheer on
the soccer team. The ThunderBowl at Colorado State
- Pueblo was crowded with
fans in Laker blue, and the
tailgate under the Colorado
sun rivaled those drenched
with Allendale rain.
The support for GVSU
athletics is apparent - both
within the athletic commu
nity and outside. This sea
son, GVSU football saw an
average of 12,365 fans come
out to its games at Lubbers
Stadium, good for best in
the nation. The next-clos
est school was Pittsburgh
State, which drew 9,856
fans per contest.
In his 20 years as athletic
director, Selgo has helped
build an athletic program
that top to bottom is brim
ming with success and sup
port. Obviously, its easier

to support GVSU athletics
when the performances
are strong, but, even last
year when GVSU football
struggled to a 6-5 mark,
the Lakers drew a nationalbest 11,699 fans.
GVSU is a strong aca
demic entity, but it’s im
possible to ignore the im
portance of sports within
the university. And those
in the GVSU community
help make sure no one
does forget.
The support from team
to team and community
to program can be char
acterized as camaraderie.
The Laker Marching Band
shows out at every home
football game, and a pep
band plays at home bas
ketball games. In recent
weeks, members of the
GVSU football team have
showcased an outpouring
of support on social media
toward the LMB with the
hashtag #BringTheBand,
petitioning for the LMB to
BY EMILY DORAN
come to Pueblo, Colorado
EDITORIAL@LANTHORN.COM
for last weekend’s game.
It didn’t happen, but it
or me, Christ
will next week. The LMB
mas shopping
plans to travel to Shepherdseems to get
stown, West Virginia to
more difficult,
support GVSU football in
complicated and
its NCAA semifinal game
time-consuming every year.
against Shepherd on Satur
For one thing, my family
day. The Laker cheer team
keeps
expanding, so I have
will make the trip as well.
more people to consider when
As the Lakers move closer
purchasing gifts.
to home and further down
In addition, as all of my
the playoff road, more stu
siblings
inevitably grow old
dents and fans are primed
er, I find it increasingly chal
to make the drive-able trips
lenging to pick out thoughtto watch the Laker football
„
ful,
appropriate present?.
team drop the anchor; "i" ' >'<
When
you’re shopping for a
Right now, football and
soccer are sharing the bril
liant spotlight. But as both
sports wrap up, and winter
and spring sports move
into the picture, those
playing right now aren’t
likely to forget the support
they received from their
fellow
student-athletes,
coaches and fans.
Laker sports are not
separate units. Laker sports
are one.

The challenges of Christmas shopping
On that note, another great
six-year-old, all you have to
option for when you’re stuck
do is raid the toy aisle; gifts
for adults and older kids,
on campus is online shopping.
on the other hand, typi
I’ve found this method to be
particularly easy and efficient,
cally require more nuanced
forethought. Still, despite
and it has largely solved my
these and other challenges
issue of finding the time to
that naturally accompany the go to the store right when I
holiday season, I have a few
have projects and papers due
tried-and-true methods for
around finals. I now get most
tackling various Christmasof my purchasing done via
shopping conundrums.
sites such as www.amazon.
First, being a college
com, and doing so saves me a
student comes with at least
lot of time, energy and stress.
one Christmas-shopping
In addition, there is such
upside: You can always buy
a vast array of gift options
your family members Laker
online that you can find just
gear from the bookstore. You
about anything you want.
can’t go wrong turning your
Another problem that I and
Laker pride into a family affair
many others face when doing
by getting your parents and
Christmas shopping is figuring
younger siblings Grand Valley
out what to get for that one
person who already has ev
State University sweatshirts
and T-shirts. Another plus side
erything he/she could possibly
want. For the person who has
to shopping at the bookstore
is that you don’t even have to
everything, you can’t go wrong
leave campus, which helps
with gifting an experience.
circumvent the necessity of
Sometimes the most valuable
finding transportation if you’re
present you can give isn’t a
stuck in Allendale and doa’t___ _ »material object, but instead the
have a car or time to head to
opportunity for the recipient
G^nd Rapids to. shop.
to create lasting memories.

This could include going to a
concert or a sports game, at
tending a dance class or simply
spending the day together do
ing something you both enjoy.
No matter what you choose,
you can’t go wrong creating a
memorable experience.
Finally, if you’re still draw
ing a blank about what to get
someone, you can always play
it safe and go the gift card
route. Although gift cards
sometimes get a bad rap for
being impersonal, they really
shouldn’t. Sometimes they’re
simply the best option when
you don’t know what else to
buy, and then the recipient
can get something that he/
she truly wants.
While Christmas shopping
certainly comes with its chal
lenges, there are plenty of ways
that you can get around them.
I’ve found that buying Laker
gear, finding creative presents
online, gifting experiences and
purchasing gift cards can help
alleviate almost any shopping
problem that you might run
into this season. .
,,

The realities of ‘safe space’ on college campuses
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WHAT IS A LANTHORN?
Lant • horn, n. [okj English]

single lens made of a thin piece
of ox or steer horn. It was used
for illumination and as a beacon.

Lanthorn is two syllables,
pronounced Lant-horn. It is a
lantern that was used in midto-late 16th century Europe. It
was constructed of leather and a

The Grand Valley Lanthorn
slogan is: "Give light and the
people will find their own way.”

GVL OPINION POLICY
The goal of the Grand Valley
Lanthorn's opinion page is to act
as a forum for public discussion,
comment and criticism in the
Grand Valley State University
community. Student opinions
published here do not
necessarily reflect those of the
paper as an entity.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
aims to be a safe vehicle for
community discussion. The
Lanthorn will not publish
or entertain any forms of
hate speech, but will not
discnminate against any other
views, opinions or beliefs. The
content, information and views
expressed are not approved by
nor necessarily represent those
of the university, its Board of
Trustees, officers, faculty or staff.
Reader submissions on the
opinion page appear as space
permits, and are reserved
for letters to the editor only,

all other reader-generated
content can be submitted to
the Grand Valley Lanthorn’s
YourSpace page by emailing
communityiaianthorn.com.
Letters to the editor should
include the author's full name
and relevant title along with a
valid email and phone number
for confirming the identity of
the author. Letters should be
approximately 500-650 words
in length, and are not edited
by the staff of the Grand Valley
Lanthorn outside of technical
errors for clarity.
To make a submission,
email at editorial@lanthorn.
com or by dropping off your
submission in person at:

BY DANIELLE ZUKOWSKI
EDITORIAL@LANTHORN.COM

ecently, there has
been discussion
of having safe
spaces on cam
pus. From what I
understand, the goal is to cre
ate a place absent of offensive
opinions. This desire from
students has been expressed
at Mizzou and other college
campuses. The arising contro
versy pertains to a violation of
the first amendment right to
freedom of speech.
First, I am hesitant to be
lieve that a utopia of harmony
is possible. Is there a way that
a physical space could be

they working toward creating
a more diverse world through
educating peers on racism, sex
ism, ableism and other forms
of discrimination? I wonder
if these spaces are intended to
encourage acceptance. And
yes, if this is the case, this
would be limiting some debate.
This would eliminate some
diversity in opinion. However,
the debates and opinions they
would be restraining are the
racist, sexist, ablist and other
wise discriminatory ones.
I question the feasibility of
this goal as well. Of course, a
culture inside academia that is
free of these biases would be
fantastic. Educational develop
ment would be significantly
easier. Everyone would be
accepting. No protest signs.
No bias reports. Peace signs.
Flowers. Smiles. Good vibes.
It sounds very hippie-esque.
What happens outside of the
university though? Students
would not be exposed to real
life circumstances. What hap
pens when we have to confront
these very prevalent biases in
our post-college careers? How
do we react then? By saying

you can’t say that? By saying
this is my safe space free from
your ignorance? No. We have
to educate them. We have
to create awareness through
rational argument. We need to
instill debate as a tactic.
Reducing biases is incred
ibly important. Colleges
should certainly continue to
foster a place that feels ac
cepting, that feels like student
concerns are being addressed.
Despite the great intentions
of these safe spaces, perhaps
the critics are somewhat
reasonable in their argument
against them. These safe
spaces are in risk of making
students oversensitive and
unprepared for the future.
People who express discrimi
natory opinions need to be
heard. They need to be heard
and they need to have their
words dissected to educate
others on the existing biases.
We can’t avoid these biases
and pretend that they are not
an issue. We need to confront
them head on and defeat
them word by word through
our rhetorical skills.

VALLEY VOTE

THIS ISSUE’S QUESTION

BLOG

Do you give to any charities
over the holiday season?

Do you plan to travel or watch the
live stream to see the GVSU football
team play if they make the national
championships?

Student senator of the
month

Yes
No
Maybe

By Nikhil Watsa

50%
50%
0%

LOG ON & VOTE

www.lanthorn.com

www.lanthorn.com

QUESTION OF THE ISSUE
DO YOU PLAN TO TRAVEL OR WATCH THE LIVE STREAM TO SEE THE GVSU FOOTBALL TEAM PLAY IF THEY
MAKE THE NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS?

0051 KIRKHOF CENTER
GRAND VALLEY STATE
UNIVERSITY
ALLENDALE, Ml 49401
616-826-8276

WHAT’S YOUR PROBLEM?
HAVE A PROBLEM THAT
YOU NEED HELP SOLVING?
SEND US AN EMAIL.

EDITORIAL@LANTHORN.COM
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exclusive from all dissenting
opinions? What would these
dissenting opinions include?
What are the criteria for this
uniformity being based upon?
Some conservatives argue that
these types of spaces intend
to put an end to debates on
college campuses. These in
dividuals believe that colleges
are seeking more like-minded
individuals as opposed to striv
ing for diversity.
Even Democrat President
Obama says college students
are becoming too soft. He
wants students to be willing to
hear opinions, read books and
otherwise expose themselves
to many different viewpoints
in order to become informed
as well as to form an argu
ment against them. Opposing
perspectives are omnipresent
and inevitable. A purified
space is impossible.
I am wondering if this is the
true intention of safe spaces.
Are safe spaces trying to elimi
nate this diversity of opinion
or perhaps working towards
eliminating discriminating
opinions? Are these spaces ask
ing for bias-free colleges? Are

*

GABE HESSENTHALER

MIKE MORETTI

"No, because I don't follow sports.”

"No, not at all. I’m not really into football at all.”

YEAR: Junior
MAJOR: Anthropology
HOMETOWN: Huntington Woods. Michigan

YEAR: Junior
MAJOR: Film A video
HOMETOWN: Woodhaven, Michigan

GABRIELA RODRIQUEZ

JOE ELSEN

"No, not really. I guess I haven’t really been fol
lowing the team. I haven't paid attention to it. I
didn’t even know.”

”1 don’t have plans to travel, although I would love
to if any student organizations are going. I would
definitely go if I had the opportunity or the money.
I will be watching the live stream over break."

YEAR: Junior
MAJOR: Information systems
HOMETOWN: Grand Rapids. Michigan

YEAR: Senior
MAJOR: History
HOMETOWN: Grand Rapids. Michigan
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Finding charity in fantasy sports
Student organization donates winnings to those in need
BY KATHERINE WEST
KWEST@LANTHORN.COM

o many people, fantasy
sports is a way of life. With
the help of the Grand Val
ley State University Fan
tasy Sports for Charity
Club, this year, fantasy sports will mean
a little more for those in need.
The Fantasy Sports for Char
ity Gub participates in fantasy sports
such as fantasy football and the March
Madness tournament. The winners of
these fantasy sports and tournaments
in each league get to donate their win
nings to the nonprofit charity of their
choice. The mission of Fantasy Sports
for Charity Club is to combine the fun
of playing fantasy sports and the chari
table act of donating for a good cause.
The dub will celebrate the one-year
anniversary of its founding in January.
President Autumn Decker and some of
her friends founded the dub at GVSU.
“Being part of Fantasy Sports for
Charity has been a fun, rewarding

learning experience that has shaped me
for the better,” Decker said.
The founders and members of
the club are currently trying to raise
awareness of the dub around campus.
Due to the newness of the dub, this se
mester has been a sort of trial rim.
“We have mostly been focusing
on drumming up interest in the
club, so we have had a few meet
ings in various classrooms around
campus,” Decker said.
This semester was the first time
Fantasy Sports for Charity Club held
an event. They raised $180 by partici
pating in fantasy football. They expect
to raise more than that in their March
Madness tournament, Decker said.
“We have yet to donate to any
charities because we are so new, but
members have expressed interest
in a lot of animal, cancer and faithbased charities,” Decker said.
The members of the club are very
passionate about it. They see this
club as a great way to enjoy hobbies
and passion for sports while giving
back to a charity and positively im

pacting the lives of others.
“Its a very cool thing we have go
ing on here,” said Ryan Schemmel, a
member of the club. “Obviously, giv
ing to charity is always a good thing
to do, but usually you just give the
money or donate some time. With
the Fantasy Sports for Charity, you
really get involved. The competi
tion, while all friendly, can be really
intense and you really feel like you
are fighting for a cause. But the best
part of it all is that the winner gets
to choose the charity of their choice
to donate to. I have some charities
in mind that I would definitely want
to give to and playing for them just
makes it that much more enjoyable
to play Fantasy Sports. I will defi
nitely be participating in the future.”
Students interested in participat
ing in Fantasy Sports for Charity Club
should contact Autumn Decker at deckerau@mail.gvsu.edu.
GO TO:
OrgSync or Facobook
FOR MORE INFORMATION

MORE THAN A GAME: The Fantasy Sports for Charity Club donates fantasy
sports winnings to a good cause. COURTESY | FANTASY SPORTS FOR charity

CYBER
CONTINUED FROM A3

SMALL BUSINESS: Chief Operating Officer of Tivalent Group, Inc. John Hey was the keynote speaker for
Grand Valley State University’s Cyber Security Workshop in Allendale. Michigan, gvl I kasey garveunk

ing online presence.
“We are always connected. We don’t
even listen to our music offline anymore,”
Hey said. “There’s this constant reliance
and integration with technology and with
everything that we do with work and play it really falls on usability and convenience
of technology, which is not really secure.
“We do sacrifice security to make things
more convenient and helps contribute to a
660 percent increase in cyber-attack activ
ity within the last four years.”
Keith Brophy, the state director of the MISBDC, was part of the workshop’s panel. He
emphasized that in order for small businesses
to be protected, one must be aware of how
global the problem is. Even if cyber-crime pri
marily targets the U.S., living in a world that is
based on connectivity shows how one’s online
purchases and social media accounts affects an

individual’s personal and professional lives.
“We all live in a much more digital world
today than we did five years ago,” Brophy
said. “The opportunities are much greater for
hackers, perpetrators of sites, as the sophis
tication of hackers have grown substantially.
You could contribute much of the rise to this
explosion of connectivity that continues to
open doors and new sophisticated scams.”
In the end, to combat the threat of hack
ing and other cyber-related crimes it is rec
ommended that one researches the situation
and seek help and resources if needed.
“The SBDC has done a fantastic job of mak
ing resources available for small businesses,
providing links to resources and fantastic tools,”
Hey said. “Assess your situation by either doing it
yourself or get help - knowing where you stand
you can improve yourself and the situation.”

GO TO:
www.smallbuslrressblgthreat.com
FOR MORE INFORMATION

Hey, Students:

Get Outta Town
on Our Bus!
Grand Rapids to:
Kalamazoo

Traverse City

Lansing

Cadillac

Battle Creek

Petoskey

*18

$37

Bus Ticket Office:

Greyhound
Terminal
250 Grandville SW
(616)

456-1700

Prices are for one-way ticket
booked two weeks out

for bus route options, visit indiantrails.com
•♦
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Toast with T. Haas to celebrate
GV’s newest graduating seniors

REMEMBER: Last year’s student senate president Andrew Plague (left), President T. Haas (center), and Mike Tappy (right) pose at a previous event. More than 300 students have RSVP’d to this year’s celebration
and numbers are expected to rise. For last year's toast, only 260 students RSVP’d. At the toast, graduates will watch a video highlighting the undergraduate years graduating seniors have seen. GVL | EMILY FRYE

BY DREW HOWARD
ASSISTANTNEWS@LANTHORN.COM

rand Valley State Uni
versity students gradu
ating in the fall 2015
semester will be cel
ebrated for their hard
work and dedication to academic
studies during the bi-annual Toast
with T. Haas event on Dec. 9.
Just a few days prior to the of
ficial commencement ceremony,
soon-to-be graduates are invited
to the Toast with T. Haas event for
an evening of socializing, celebra
tion and free food and drinks that
will be hosted by President Thom
as Haas himself.
Starting at 6 p.m., graduates will

have an opportunity to eat and chat
among one another for the first
45 minutes before Haas makes his
opening comments.
Maddie Cleghorn, student senate
president at GVSU, and Brandon Erhart, member of the Young Alumni
Council at GVSU, will also join Haas
onstage in toasting and congratulat
ing the class of 2015.
In addition to the toast, gradu
ates will watch a short video high
lighting the years leading up to
their graduation.
Liz Collver, assistant director of
annual giving at GVSU, said the three
speakers will focus on the graduates’
time at the university while also look
ing forward to the future.
“They will all talk about differ
ent things,” Collver said. “I would

say a lot of it is reflection - ask
ing the people to reflect on their
time at GVSU and think about the
memories. There will be a lot of
congratulating, and Brandon Erhart will welcome everyone into
the Alumni Association.”
As of Thursday afternoon, Coll
ver said more than 300 students
had already RSVP’d to attend the
celebration. For comparison, the
last Toast with T. Haas in the fall
semester of 2014 saw a total of 260
students RSVP.
Collver added that another
50 to 70 students are expected to
RSVP before the deadline. How
ever, students who fail to RSVP
ahead of time will still be granted
admission to the event.
In its first year, Haas said

FINANCIAL AID OFFICE

around 150 graduates showed up.
At the most recent Toast with T.
Haas in April, 2015, attendance
grew to more than 800.
Haas noted that this growth in
attendance is one reason why Toast
with T. Haas is slowly becoming a
GVSU tradition since its creation
in April, 2013.
“My colleagues said Toast with
T. Haas would be a good opportu
nity to invest in our students and to
celebrate the Lakers for a lifetime
mantra,” Haas said. “They wanted
to bring me in to have a chance
for students to gather and rein
force what they have accomplished
together, and to have a chance to
say thank you to the graduates for
choosing GVSU.”
If there was one thing graduates

could take away from the event,
Haas said he hopes it is that they
know they selected the right school
and that they are Lakers for lifetime.
“I’m so proud of our university
and our students who are coming to
us to pursue their dreams,” he said.
“This is a great time of year, and I’m
so thankful for our students and
what they’ve been able to accom
plish while they’re here.”
Toast with T. Haas will take
place from 6 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. on
the second floor of the L.V. Eberhard Center, located at 301 W. Ful
ton St. in Grand Rapids.
GO TO:
www.bit.ly/1N4Q6FA
FOR MORE INFORMATION

ENTERTAINMENT

Student Support Fund helps
Lakers in emergencies
BY HANNAH LENTZ
NEWS@LANTHORN.COM

ollege is an
unpredict
able
time.
Situations can
change in the
blink of an eye, sometimes
leaving students in an un
comfortable financial situa
tion. At Grand Valley State
University, the Student Sup
port Fund looks to make
these kinds of emergency
situations a little easier.
“The Student Support
Fund helps provide fund
ing to GVSU students that
may face unforeseen oc
currences while enrolled,”
said Erika Wallace, asso
ciate director of scholar
ships. “It is administered
by financial aid to provide
funding to GVSU stu
dents that face extreme fi
nancial circumstances, or
if their financial circum
stances suddenly change
due to situations such as
accidents, illness, loss of
employment, loss of other
income or support, death
of a family member and/
or fire damage.”
On Dec. 1, the global
Giving Tuesday movement
took place at GVSU. More
than 333 donors gave a
total of $26,509, which is
$6,509 over GVSUs goal
of $20,000. All the money
fundraised on this day was
put into the Student Sup
port Fund.
Since the fund was
started during the 2009-

2010 academic year, it
has helped a total of 105
students through diffi
cult situations. Several
other universities across
the nation have imple
mented a similar fund to
ensure students in need
have something to fall
back on in cases of ex
treme need.
“This fund allows stu
dents to continue on their
path to graduation with
out interruption due to
these unpredicted situa
tion,” Wallace said. “This
funding is not intended
to replace existing finan
cial aid and does not have
to be repaid.”
Students who may ex
perience these types of
circumstances can benefit
from the money raised
from Giving Tuesday. If
students find themselves
in a situation without
other options, they can
contact the Financial Aid

Office to see whether they
qualify for additional help
from the fund.
The only way money
is added to the fund is
through university sup
port and mainly, dona
tions from students, fac
ulty, staff and community
members. The fund ac
cepts donations through
out the entire year.
“We are able to use this
fund when students run
into unforeseen circum
stances throughout the
year,” Wallace said. “It also
helps provide funding to
students who are close to
graduation and may have
reached their maximum
in federal funding, it al
lows us the flexibility to
help all different types of
students in different types
of situations.”
GO TO:
www.gvsu.edu/giving
or call (616) 331-3234
FOR MORE INFORMA TION

GIVING: Students and community members pictured at
GVSU’s scholarship dinner last year, courtesy | GVSU.EDU

MONEY MATTERS: Students at last year’s comedy show cheer. Spotlight Productions is the student-led organi
zation that coordinates some campus events, including the annual homecoming show, gvl | Kevin sielaff

Spotlight Productions changes
ticketing for annual comedy show
BY STEPHANIE BRZEZINSKI
ASSOCIA TE@LANTHORN.COM

potlight Produc
tions has helped
host
homecom
ing week activities
at Grand Valley
State University for many years.
Perhaps the most well-known
event is the homecoming show.
The year 2013 marked the
fifth consecutive year for mu
sical performances, while the
last two years have featured
comedy shows instead. Last
year, Spotlight featured the
Wayans brothers.
This year, Saturday Night
Live’s Jay Pharoah and Aidy
Bryant came to GVSU to
provide a stand-up comedy
show. More than 2,000 peo
ple attended.
However, this year, there
was a change in the usual
show pattern. After tickets
had been on sale for a week,
Spotlight Productions doled
out free tickets to see the two
comedians. Those who pur

chased tickets prior to this
decision received refunds.
Megan Ellinger, campus
programming graduate as
sistant and adviser for Spot
light Productions, said several
hundred tickets were sold pri
or to the refund.
“We decided that we wanted
this show to be available to all
students whether or not they
could afford to go, so in line
with the homecoming theme of
Once Upon A Laker, we made
magic happen within the OSL
and offered the tickets for free,”
Ellinger said. “This is not too
big of a change, as nearly all
events put on by Spotlight are
offered free for students.”
She said Spotlight has of
fered both comedy and con
certs in the past; it has not been
exclusively music.
“We have decided in an ef
fort to diversify events and
due to planning and timing re
straints to have a comedy show
in the fall and a concert in the
spring, but those both could
change someday too,” Ellinger

said. “We are truly trying to
reach the interests of the over
25,000 students at GVSU.”
Ellinger added that the or
ganization’s budget covers the
costs necessary for both the fall
and spring show.
Spotlight Productions is
a student-led organization
that has coordinated campus
events and programs since
1983. Besides the homecom
ing show, the group sponsors
weekly movies in Kirkhof,
the spring concert and GV’s
Got Talent. The organization
also provides free events for
students throughout the year
including the Dec. 2 hypnotist
show, coffee shop concert and
improvisation show.
Anyone interested in con
tributing to the discussions
can attend the Monday meet
ings at 9 p.m. in Kirkhof Cen
ter Room 2270.

□

GO TO:
www.gvsu.«du/stud«ntllf*/
programming
FOR MORE INFORMATION
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ARTS AT A GLANCE

PERFORMANCES
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Fall Dance Concert showcases Lakers

FALL ARTS CELEBRATION—STILLE NACHT: A
CELEBRATION OF HOLIDAY MUSIC FROM EUROPE
Celebrating the holidays, Grand Valley State
University faculty, staff, students and soloists will join
together at 7:30 p.m. on Dec. 7 at the Fountain Street
Church in downtown Grand Rapids. The event will mark
the conclusion of the GVSU’s Fall Arts Celebration.
GVSU’s University Arts Chorale with orchestra will
lead of the evening with a performance of Johann
Sebastian Bach’s "Magnificat.” The piece is a classic
tradition of the holiday.
The second half of the evening will feature the GVSU
Varsity Men’s Chorus with favorites such as "II est n6,"
"Le Divin Enfant," "In Ducli Jubilo,” "Stille Nacht” and
Adolphe Adam’s “Cantique de Noel”
The event is free and open to the public. For more
information, visit www.gvsu.edu/fallarts.

Choreographers brought in to work directly with GV students

CHORAL CONCERT
At 7:30 p.m. on Dec. 8 in the Cook-DeWitt Center,
there will be a choral concert held. Choral ensembles at
Grand Valley State University perform choral literature
spanning various musical periods and a range of musical
styles.
The event is free and open to the public. For more
information, go to www.gvsu.edu/music.

CONCERT BAND PERFORMANCE
Led by professor Barry Martin, the Concert Band will
perform its end-of-the semester concert at 7:30 p.m. on
Dec. 9 in the Louis Armstrong Theatre in the Performing
Arts Center.
The Concert Band is comprised of music majors and
non-music majors at Grand Valley State University. The
ensemble is dedicated to broadening the artistic level
and interest of its members while performing music of
artistic and historical significance.
The public can attend for free. To learn more, visit
www.gvsu.edu/music.

SYMPHONIC WIND ENSEMBLE CONCERT
Conducted by professor Kevin Tutt, the Symphonic
Wind Ensemble will perform at 7:30 p.m. on Dec. 10
in the Louis Armstrong Theatre in the Performing Arts
Center. The ensemble will be performing "Conzona”
by Peter Mennin, "Ballad for Band” by Morton Gould,
"Moorside Suite" by Gustav Holst, “La Cathedrale engloute from Preludes, Book I” by Claude Debussy and
“Carmina Burana” by Carl Orff.
The event is free and open to the public. Event details
are available at www.gvsu.edu/music.

SENIOR DANCE CONCERT
At 7 p.m. on Dec. 11 and Dec. 12 in the Large Dance
Studio, Room 1600 in the Performing Arts Center, senior
dance majors will present a concert of new work as part
of their capstone project experience at Grand Valley
State University. Each dancer will share a self-choreo
graphed solo and a group work showcasing the varied
choreographic voices of the senior dancers and dance
makers in West Michigan.
The event is free and open to the public. For more
information, visit www.gvsu.edu/dance.

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA CONCERT
Conducted by associate professor Henry Duitman, the
Symphony Orchestra will perform at 7:30 p.m. on Dec.
12 in the Louis Armstrong Theatre in the Performing Arts
Center. Their music will include "Piano Concerto No. 4"
by Ludwig Van Beethoven, "H^ry J^nos Suite" by Zolt^n
Kod^ly and "Nabucco Overture" by Giuseppe Verdi.
The event is free and open to the public. For more
details, go to www.gvsu.edu/music.

LEARNING OPPORTUNITY: The Grand Valley State University dance company rehearses for their concert at the Performing Arts Center in
the Louis Armstrong Theatre. The company was able to work with various guest artists in preparation for the concert. GVL I SARA CARTE
BY MARISSA LAPORTE
MLAPORTE<a)LAN thorn, com

airs of eyes throughout the
audience were glued to the
dancers as they tip-toed, leapt
and spun across the stage.
However, these types of per
formances cannot be seen on popular tele
vision shows such as “So You Think You
Can Dance” and “Dancing with the Stars.”
Carrie Morris, an assistant professor
of dance at Grand Valley State University,
said she hopes the audience was able to
see different dances that they may not be
used to, experience what the dance pro
gram at GVSU is up to and see what its
students can do.
Two free public showings of the 2015
Fall Dance Concert were held in the
Louis Armstrong Theatre on Dec. 5 and
6. In order to make the Fall Dance Con
cert possible, three guest choreographers
were brought to work directly with GV
SU s dance students.
Josh Manculich, who acted as guest
choreographer for GVSU’s Fall Dance

Concert, said he ended up learning from
the students as well as sharing his own
knowledge with them.
“At Grand Valley (students) have that
potential to just try on other peoples
movements really professionally and ma
turely,” Manculich said. “People are ex
cited to find their groove in movement.
Some students let the movement speak
for itself. Movement can speak to an
audience just like words can. The dance
department is really striving to foster
and emerge great, young performers and
choreographers. It excites me that I was
able to come and be a part of that.”
Amy Rose, another guest choreog
rapher for the Fall Dance Concert, said
she typically teaches adults and teenagers
and that teaching college-level students
was a new experience for her.
“(The students) are at a certain level and
there’s a different maturity that they have
(compared) to teenagers,” Rose said.
Rose said she enjoyed the whole col
laboration process and GVSU dance stu
dents were quick to pick up on what she
was teaching. She said that while teaching

CLUES DOWN
1. Composition for orchestra
and soloists
2. Bulgarian monetary unit
3. Settled upon
4. Common frog genus
5. Electronic counter
countermeasures
6. Golf ball supporter
7. Divided into 3
8. Crazy (Spanish)
9. Billiards stick
10. More deficient
11. Solomon Islands capital
12. Larval crabs
14. Malta capital
18. Clairvoyance
19. Tomato condiment
21. Alleviation

22.
25.
26
29
30.
31.
32.
35
36.
37.
41.
42.
43.
44.
46.
47.
48.

French seaport
New Testament ’
Shortened (abbr)
Employee (abbr.)
Opposite of leaving
Lip locking
Foes
Many not ands
Covered with healing scrapes
Regions
Abel’s brother (Bible)
Greek Queen of the gods
Esau’s descendants (Bible)
Canarium ovatum
Ribonucleic acid
Gas usage measurement
An oppositional argument.
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GO TO:
www.gvsu.edu/dance
FOR MORE INFORMATION

GV Brass Quintet celebrates the holidays
Final Arts at Noon event shows
off instrumental versatility

ARTS AT NOON: Affiliate professor Paul Carlson performs on the
tuba as a part of the GVSU Brass Quintet. GVL | kasey garvelink
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SEASONAL CONCERT

CLUES ACROSS
33. The ’’Kings’s” initials
1. Red wine
34. Lepton
7. Best nurse-patient aid
36. Commcal mush (British)
10. Footwear closure
12. Chinese dynasty 1122-221 BC 38. One who analyzes syntactically
39. Algonquian tribe
13. Persuade to one’s side
40. Systems, doctrines, theories
14. Advocate
41. Herb__, San Francisco
15. Mandela’s party
columnist
16. A woolen cap of
42. Informed about the latest trends
Scottish origin
45. Seven
17. About aviation
46. Morocco’s capital
18. Shallowest of the Greats
47. What a doctor practices
19. Sheathe
49. Beaks
20. Frightened
50. In a way, extends
23. Brews
51. A number or amount
24. Relates
not specified
27. Atomic #52
52. Gambling.
28. Up the ante

these students, she felt as if what she said
resonated with them, which was a wonder
ful experience for her.
GVSU’s dance program aims to build a
network of resources that dance students
can use for their future careers.
“What sets Grand Valley apart from
other dance programs is the opportunity to
work with guest stars,” Morris said.
Manculich said he is not too far
from where GVSU’s dance students are
now in their performing.
“I was once an undergrad dance ma
jor, and still being a young dancer myself,
I was able to enjoy creating a work with
(the students),” Manculich said. “Just be
ing able to ease their minds and (make) a
fun work (was rewarding).”
A senior dance concert will take
place at GVSU’s Performing Arts Cen
ter Room 1600 on Dec. 11 at 7 p.m. and
Dec. 12 at 7 p.m.

i

BY CLAIRE FISHER
ARTS@LANTHORN.COM

rom traditional
carols to popu
lar favorites, the
Grand
Valley
State University
Brass Quintet rang out the
holiday season during the last
Arts at Noon event of the se
mester. The concert showed
off the versatility and fun of
the brass quintet as the mu
sicians performed seasonal
music from various centuries
and traditions and led the au
dience in a sing-along.
The brass ensemble per
formed for a full audience
in the Cook-DeWitt Center
at noon on Dec. 2. Affiliate
professor Richard Britsch
played horn in the quintet
and said brass ensembles are
particularly suited for per
forming holiday music.
“Brass
ensembles
are
considered a festive group,”
Britsch said. “It’s just kind
of natural the brass quintets
are associated with and play
Christmas music. Brass quin
tet is a group that naturally
sounds good together; it’s five
homogeneous instruments.”
The GVSU Brass Quintet
is a faculty ensemble with
visiting professor Alex Wil
son on trumpet, TJ Perry on
trumpet, Britsch on horn, as
sociate professor Mark Wil
liams on trombone and affili
ate professor Paul Carlson on
tuba. The group performs in
concerts on campus and also
serves an outreach group to
local music programs.
Carlson also performs with
the
internationally-known
brass quintet Dallas Brass.
Some of this music was per
formed at Wednesday’s con
cert with Dallas Brass; he said
he enjoyed the chance to share
the music with GVSU.
“We have such fantastic
artist teachers in the music de
partment and performing with

my colleagues in the brass area
is always a rewarding musical
experience for me,” Carlson
said. “It was very fun to per
form some Dallas Brass charts
with my GV colleagues. I’m
lucky to play with such great
musicians in both groups.”
Carlson said performing as
a brass quintet brings the chal
lenge of functioning both as a
soloist and an accompanist.
“There are only five mu
sicians on stage, and we can
each only play one note at a
time,” Carlson said. “We re
ally have to bring our best
and listen and react to each
other at a very high level to
help the group make the best
music for the audience.”
Part of creating the best
music for the audience meant
including songs that repre
sents a variety of aspects of the
holiday season, including 15th
century music, recent songs
like “Sleigh Ride” and the cel
ebration of Hanukkah.
“Well have music which re
flects the season,” Britsch said
“Not only the shopping part
of the season, but also the re
ligious part. We like to include
Hanukkah as our homage to
festival of lights and it’s an im
portant part of the season.
“There really is a wide
spectrum of music that’s
been arranged for brass en
semble. It was never intend
ed for instruments like ours,
but it always seems to work;
stuff that just sounds great on
brass instruments.”
In addition to cover
ing a broad range of music,
the performance included a
comical surprise for the au
dience during the playing of
“Sleigh Ride,” as equipment
and stage manager Nate Bliton reached out from off
stage with a slapstick to play
the part of the whip.
“There was the little sur
prise with Nate Bliton who
SEE BRASS | A8
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GV Swing Dance Club hosts formal dance
Fancy Pants Dance Event
offers end-of-semester fun
BY DANIEL GOUBERT
DGOUBER T(8>LA N THORN. COM

rom jazzy music to snaz
zy bow ties and impres
sive, improvised dance
moves, the latest holiday
party thrown by Grand
Valley State University’s Swing Dance
Club had plenty to offer for students
looking to end the semester in a stylish
and stress-free way.
“You can come (to the dub) when
you’re stressed to the max and you
just have the chance to let it out,” said
Kristen Collins, Swing Dance Club
promotions officer. “I think swing
dancing is especially dose to my heart
because I’ve met so many amazing
people here.”
Those who attended the dub’s for
mal-wear Fancy Pants Dance Event on
Dec. 3 had the chance to meet many
new people while enjoying free food
and dancing the night away under
holiday lights.
The executive board also an
nounced that the GVSU Swing Dance
Club would reprise their role as sec
ond floor coordinators at Presidents’
Ball 2016 on Feb. 5.
Club president Taylor Green said
the dub emphasizes its beginner
friendliness, as well as how certain it is

that members will have fun.
“Swing Dance Club is an open, no
cost, come as you are’ dub,” Green
said. “If you’re coming here, chances
are you’re going to learn how to swing
dance whether you want to or not. Be
cause that’s what we love. That’s what
we do, that’s what were passionate
about.
“(There’s) no experience needed.
If you come in never dancing in your
life, that’s exactly what we love.”
An annual tradition for the dub,
the festive Fancy Pants Dance Event
featured both individual and group
dances, all of which were improvised
in the ad-lib nature of the dub, Green
said.
Swing Dance Club has also paired
with the Grand Rapids Swing Society
for events. Ellen Roderick, GVSUs
dub vice president, said they hope to
bring swing dancing to an even wider
population.
“(Swing dancing) is a big thing in
the Grand Rapids area now,” Roderick
said “This is a growing type of style:
a growing type of dance. I think the
fact were able to bring this to students
here, as well as the downtown area is a
really cool way to integrate us into the
Grand Rapids area.”
Green said being a dance or music
major is not necessary to enjoy swing

BRASS
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played the whip,” Britsch said. “I fig
ured the audience would laugh about
that one, I didn’t know it would be that
funny. That was great.”
Carlson said he enjoys the fun of the
holiday concert and it is one of his favor
ite concerts that he performs all year.
“It is a really great thing to have a
concert while classes are still in session
where the university community can get
together and share our different holiday
traditions,” Carlson said. “I always feel
that it’s an intimate concert and helps ev

FORMALS: GV Swing Dance Club hosts their annual Fancy Pants Dance Event to help students unwind at the end of the fall
semester. The event is a formal dance party where students can dance without any experience necessary. GVL | LUKE HOLMES

dancing. He estimated that around 90
percent of dub members do not study
dance or music Green said swing
dancing’s values can be rewarding for
any disdpline.
“It’s a dance that’s all about making
it your own,” he said. “It’s all about be
ing versatile, about taking what we’ve
learned and using it only as a founda
tion and being able to build on it based

eryone in attendance to share in the joy
of the holidays with their GVSU family.”
Britsch said he hopes students were
able to enjoys themselves at the concert
and also gain some exposure to music
they aren’t normally exposed to.
“I hoping that (the concert) will
broaden (students’) horizons a little
bit from the normal stuff that they’re
plugged into, that they listen to all day
between classes and when they’re sitting
and studying,” Britsch said. “I hope that
maybe they’d like to explore what else is
out there. There’s a vast array of musical
sound and colors to listen to. I would like
them to investigate more possibilities of
music to hear.”

on who you are as a person. (It’s about)
being able to put your personality into
the dance, making it what you want it
to be.
“(You’re) able to make it your own,
rather than looking at something and
having to play it by the books; you’re
able to kind of take the mentality of
making swing dance custom-fit to
your personality. It makes you differ

ent from everybody else. It makes you
just unique.”
Swing Dance Club meets Thursday
nights at 9 p.m. For more information
on meeting locations and upcoming
club events, visit GVSU Swing Dance
Club on Facebook, Twitter or OrgSync.

MUSIC: The Arts at Noon series featured the GVSU Brass Quintet, a faculty ensemble at GVSU that also serves as an
outreach to the community. They performed holiday music at their recent concert on Dec. 2. GVL I KASEY GARVELINK
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GV SWIM AND DIVE FIND
SUCCESS AT CALVIN
The Grand Valley State
men's and women’s swimming
and diving team broke three
pool records Thursday at the
Calvin Invitational. The wom
en’s side opened the day with a
pool record in the 800 freestyle
relay race.
Leonie Van Noort, Sam
Postmus, Allison Wells and
Lara Deibel recorded a time
of 7:24.77, beating the previ
ous set record by almost six
seconds.
The men’s 800 freestyle
relay team of Gianni Ferrero,
Tim Harris, Gabriel Souza and
Gonzalo Rodriguez-Villasonte
followed suit with its own re
cord time of 6:37.55.
The women’s team swam
away with the meet, record
ing 2,035 points, far outpacing
the runner-up from Northern
Michigan.
The GVSU men earned a meet
victory as well, notching 1,978
points to best Calvin College’s
1,372.5 points.
GVSU will be back in action
at the Holiday Training event in
Orlando, Florida from Dec. 31
to Jan. 5.

CORBY, CARLSON NAMED
ALL-AMERICANS
The Ada, Michigan duo of
Marti Corby and Clare Carlson
were named to the NSCAA AllAmerican First Team, after a
press release from the national
office announced the pair of
juniors would join the 22 previ
ous Laker All-Americans in
program history.
Corby and Carlson, both
juniors, played together at Forest
Hills Central High School before
transitioning to GVSU.
Corby and Carlson were also
named the GLIAC Offensive and
Defensive Players of the Year,
respectively, and Corby earned
Midwest Region Player of the
Year honors.
GVSU was the only school in
the country with multiple First
Team honorees.

FOOTBALL

Anchor Up

Lakers rock Pueblo,
advance to NCAA semis

BY ADAM KNORR
SP0RTS@LA N THORN. COM

t took just 16 seconds for the Grand
Valley State football team to take a
lead it would never relinquish in the
Super Region 4 finals against Colo
rado State - Pueblo (12-2).
On the first play from scrimmage, quarter
back Bart Williams went up top to wide re
ceiver Matt Williams for a 65-yard touchdown,
and the Lakers surged ahead 7-0.
“We felt the one position group that hadn’t been
tested was the (CSU - Pueblo) secondary and we
wanted to try to take some shots early,” said GVSU
head coach Matt Mitchell. “You can’t be timid and
win playoff games. You have to be aggressive, so we
tried to be aggressive on the first play.”
GVSU (12-2) controlled from start to finish,
beating the Thunderwolves 31-7 in Pueblo, Colo
rado to advance to the NCAA semifinals.
The Lakers bottled up CSU - Pueblo
standout running back Cameron McDondle,
and flashed a balanced offence, moving up
and down the turf via both the run and the
pass, springing out to an early 21-0 lead.
GVSU faced a number of scary moments in the
first half, as running back Kirk Spencer, defensive
end Matt Judon, Matt Williams and Bart Williams
all went down hurt on the field at some point.
Spencer left the field on the stretcher, but
the other three were able to return to the game
soon after their respective injuries.
Spencer, a senior, broke his leg, and has played his
last down as a member of the GVSU football team.
Backup running back Marty Carter, how-

BREAK THE PLANE: Junior wide receiver Matt Williams breaks away from a defender after a catch in Grand
Valley State's 31-7 win over Colorado St. - Pueblo in the Super Region 4 finals, gvsu athletics I doug witte

ever, was ready for his chance.
Carter took over as the bell cow for the Lak
ers and rushed for a GVSU playoff record 231
rushing yards on 23 carries, slicing, dicing and
dashing his way to nearly nine yards per carry.
“The biggest hurdle we had to cross was trust.
We’ve always been confident in his abilities,” Mitch
ell said, “That’s the best thing about having him play
behind Spencer is that we established that trust.”
GVSU, which burst out to a 31-7 lead in the
first half, forced CSU - Pueblo into an unfamiliar
style of play. The Thunderwolves relied on the run
all season, and with the gaping deficit, needed to
put the ball in the air to try to score quickly.
The Laker secondary simply licked its chops.
Cornerback Tre Walton came up with two
interceptions on the day as GVSU limited
CSU - Pueblo quarterback A} Thomspon to
34 yards on 5 for 13 passing.
“I knew they were going to take a shot (downfield) eventually? said Walton in regard to his first
interception. “Their game plan is basically run, run,
run, run, pass. I just can’t fall asleep out there.”

Following GVSU’s first touchdown, the defense
flexed its muscle, stifling one of the best rushing at
tacks in Division II throughout the contest.
McDondle, who had averaged 191 yards
rushing per game entering the contest, totaled
106 on the ground via 19 carries. The Laker de
fense held the Thunderwolves to 157 yards.
“This was a great defensive performance against
a really good rushing team, but I don’t think it’s an
anomaly. It’s not like it came out of left field,” Mitch
ell said. “We’ve been playing well defensively and the
other thing is were much healthier on defense.”
The Lakers took a 14-0 lead after freshman
Marty Carter rushed into the end zone from 19
yards out less than five minutes into the game.
After GVSU forced another three-andout, it struck again. Spencer took a 7-yard
rush into the end zone, but dropped on the
field in pain after his score.
On CSU - Pueblo’s next possession, GVSU
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SPENCER SIDELINED FOR
REST OF SEASON
Following a 7-yard touch
down run in Grand Valley
State’s 31-7 victory over
Colorado State - Pueblo in the
Super Region 4 finals, Laker se
nior running back Kirk Spencer
crumpled to the ground in
agony.
Spencer broke his leg on the
play and will not return to the
field this season for GVSU.
Filling in for the Lakers will
be true freshman running back
Marty Carter, who has racked
up 814 yards and seven touch
downs this season.
Prior to his injury, Spencer
had been the primary work
horse for the GVSU rushing
attack, carrying the ball 217
times for 1,185 yards and 13
touchdowns.
Spencer was also a passcatching running back, and the
Lakers will look to Carter to fill
that role as a receiver out of the
backfield.
Senior Ben Hutchins and
junior Terrell Dorsey are also
slated to see more time if GVSU
decides to spell Carter dur
ing Saturday’s game against
Shepherd (12-0) in the NCAA
semifinals.
Kickoff for the game is set
for noon in Shepherdstown,
West Virginia. The winner ad
vances to the NCAA Division II
championship in Kansas City.

VARSITY SCHEDULE
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FOOTBALL
Saturday noon at Shepherd
(Shepherdstown, West Virginia)
MEN'S BASKETBALL
Friday 8 p.m. at Tiffin
Saturday 3 p.m. at Ohio
Dominican
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
Friday 6 p.m. at Tiffin
Saturday 1 p.m. at Ohio
Dominican

VOLLEYBALL
le wasn’t on target with her swings
as she notched a team-high 15 kills
with a .243 hitting percentage.
“From a personal standpoint, it
still sucks (that we lost), but it was
good that I could give it my all that
last game knowing that it could be
my last and it was our last.” Ma
jerle said. “So, it was satisfying that
I could do well, but I really kind of
wish that we would have moved on.”
Closing out the second stanza
could have helped drastically in the
Lakers’ quest to survive and advance.
But, the end-of-set collapse pin
pointed GVSU’s weaknesses with the
offense struggling to find holes and
the defense not challenging the Fly
ers enough with its blocking.
Through two sets, Lewis held the
edge in hitting percentage (.250 to
.167) and team blocks (5-2).
GVSU went back to its winning
formula of tenacious defense in the
third set. Freshman Staci Brower
played a factor in four timely blocks
OUT OF REACH: Staci Brower (21) leaps up to block a Lewis tip. Grand Valley State fell to Lewis in the first round of the
NCAA tournament on Dec. 3 in Big Rapids, Michigan. The Lakers end their season 20-12 with the loss. GVL I KEVIN SIELAFF
in the frame. Brower, an AVCA AllRegion Honorable Mention, finished
inside Jim Wink Arena on the os and couldn’t recover quick
BY ALEX EISEN
with a team-high five rejections in
campus of Ferris State by scores of enough to return the ball.
AEISEN@LANTHORN.COM
the match to go with nine kills.
“Our team fed off of that en
25-21,28-26, 18-25, 25-20.
Brower finished her accolade“The whole match could have ergy,” Wolters said. “For me per
he Grand Valley State
filled season as team leader in kills per
volleyball team need swung on that (second set),” said sonally, I wasn’t going
set (2.71) and blodts
ed one point to get GVSU head coach Deanne Scanlon. to let (the ball) die, so
per set (1.11).
back on track to try to “We had that second set won and my teammates were
Fellow senior mid
“The whole match
salvage its season after we just couldn’t finish it. (Lewis) just like, T can’t let any
dle
blocker Kaleigh
could have swung
waited for moments for us to implode thing else die either.’
one of the its most lackadaisical
Lound capped off the
“So, that really did
and they took advantage of that.”
starts to a match all year.
on that (second
third set with a floater
Lewis jumped on GVSU early with flip the switch in us
Leading 24-21 in the second set,
over the Lewis’ block
set)... We had
the Lakers had three chances to a 9-1 run to begin the match. The Fly like, All right, let’s go.
ers that dropped in to
that second set
get that one point, but instead hit ers steadily extended their lead out to We can do this.”*
force another set. In her
The
athleticism
14-3 before the Lakers finally woke up
the self-destruct button and found
won and we just
last match as a Laker,
from Wolters and Ron
themselves back in the huddle con and scrambled to salvage their season.
Lound provided eight
couldn't finish it.
With the Lakers trailing 22-14, se da sparked a furious
templating what just happened with
kills and four blocks.
nior Kourtney Wolters provided the rally of five consecutive
the score now knotted up at 24-24.
The fourth set
DEANNE SCANLON
The timeout to calm GVSU’s urgency GVSU had been lacking as points for GVSU to put
started eerily similar
GVSU HEAD COACH
nerves wasn’t enough as the devas she crashed into the scorer’s table to some pressure on Lew
to the first with Fly
is, 19-22.
tating collapse couldn’t be prevent save a ball from going out of play.
ers taking the first
The Lakers got with
Senior Betsy Ronda rushed to
ed. The Lakers dropped the second
six points and pushing their lead
in
two
points at 21-23, but the come
Wolters’
aid
and
managed
to
get
the
set in dramatic fashion, 28-26, and
out to 9-2 before the Lakers were
the two-set deficit would prove to ball over the net as she twisted her back attempt fell flat. The Flyers per
able to gain some traction.
body around and connected on an fectly placed a kill in a dead zone of
be too much to overcome.
GVSU pulled within a point mul
the Lakers’ defense and then watched
Third-seeded
Lewis
(31-4) unconventional side-arm swing.
tiple times at 16-17,17-18 and 18-19,
Caught in utter amazement, as GVSU senior Jessica Majerle sailed
knocked off sixth-seeded GVSU
(20-12) in the first round of the the Flyers stopped playing for a ball wide of the court on set point.
SEE VOLLEYBALL | All
It was one of the few times Majer
NCAA tournament last Thursday a split moment amidst the cha
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SOCCER

HAPPY DAYS: The Grar»d Valley State soccer team beat Columbus State 2-0 in Pensacola, Florida to capture Its third consecutive national championship and its fifth in the past seven seasons. Junior Marti Corby
and sen^r Katie Bounds scorej^tOoth Laker goals, as true freshman goaltendar |mily Mares|> recorded a shutout GVSU head coach Jeff Hosier has now won two national titles in two seasons. OVL I EMILY FRYE
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TRACK AND FIELD

FOOTBALL

Good, bad and ugly

CONTINUED FROM A 9

comerback Donte Carey in
tercepted Thompson deep in
Laker territory, but the pick
was called back after a defen
sive holding on GVSU.
A few plays later, Thomp
son hit Patrick O’Malley on a
play action pass for a touch
down, and CSU - Pueblo
pulled the score to 21-7.
The Lakers kept coming.
For the second consecu
tive week, Mitchell dialed up
a running back pass. Carter
skirted the CSU - Pueblo pass
rush and heaved a pass into
double-coverage, but sopho
more Nick Keizer skied and
came down with the catch for
a 22-yard touchdown to send
GVSU ahead 28-7.

Lakers see mixed results at season-opening meet

After
Walton
inter
cepted another deep pass
from Thompson, the Lak
ers marched down the field,
capping the drive off with a
27-yard field goal from Joel
Schipper. GVSU headed
into halftime ahead 31-7.
The second half passed
with no scores from either
side. GVSU, skittish after
seeing a number of its key
players succumb to injury
in the first half, tried to play
safely in order to avoid fur
ther blows to its roster.
“We were trying to get
out of there with the win.
We were up 31-7 and knew
they weren’t built to come
back,” Mitchell said. “We
got pretty conservative.”
Bart Williams finished
12 for 17 for 182 yards and a
touchdown, as neither he nor

VOLLEYBALL
CONTINUED FROM A9

but couldn’t manage to even the score. Lewis
led from start to finish in the final frame.
The match and season ended as Ronda
laid out trying to make a dig, something she
had done successfully 1,474 times before fifth most in program history. But, this time,
the ball bounced off her fist and smacked
the hardwood at the same time she did.
“It obviously didn’t end how we (the seniors)
wanted,” Ronda said. “But, we are thankful for
the time and the things we achieved as a class.
It’s bittersweet. You don’t want to lose early (in
the tournament), but I think I’m just more sad
that it’s over and the experience is over.
“It’s really surreal. I don’t think it’s go
ing to set in for a while yet.”
Senior libero Taylor Shomin (22 digs),
Ronda (15) and Wolters (14) all recorded

THROWING MOTION: Senior thrower Darien Thornton starts his routine before the shot put event at the
Grand Valley State Holiday Open. Thornton placed fifth in the event for the Lakers. GVL I LUKE holmes
BY JACOB ARVIDSON
3A R VIDSON(cbLAN THORN. COM

hree
indoor
track and field
records fell at
the Kelly Family
Sports Center
during the GVSU Holiday
Ppen on Friday.
* Both the mens and the
jyomen’s records in the
5,000-meter run were bro
ken, as well as the womens
high jump. All three marks
were bested by non-Grand
galley State competitors.
» “We see it less and less be
cause the records keep getting
better and better,” said GVSU
head coach Jerry Baltes. “In
the first meet of the year, it
says that its some pretty darn
good competition.”
- Student-athletes from 26
schools across the country
tame to compete at GVSU s
Reason-opening match in
Allendale.
£ Eastern Michigan left the
meet with the most points
on both the mens and wom
ans sides. Both EMU squads
handily outscored their op
ponents. The women put up
133.5 points, while the men
finished with 133.
GVSU’s women came in
third with 77.5 points, while the
men came in fourth with 68.
• “First meet of the year
there’s always some rust to
bust off and get back in the
competition swing of things,”
Baltes said. “I always say you
have some really good stuff
happen, you have some average-to-bad stuff happen and
you have some really ugly
stuff happen. Hopefully, as
we progress through the sea
son we get more good, and
less bad to ugly.”
r Sophomore sprinter An
gela Ritter gave GVSU a teaser
ef what she will bring to the
team this season. Ritter posted
Ihe top preliminary time in the
fo-meter dash, crossing the finfching line in 7.58 seconds.
T “Ritter in the dash, in the
first meet of the season. That

was great,” Baltes said.
by. 15 seconds.
“I was really just trying
She would star for GVSU
again in the 1600-meter relay. to even split,” Panning said.
Running the second leg, Rit “Just trying to run 68-second
ter received the baton in an 400s consistently. I got a little
unfavorable spot. The Lakers slow in the middle, so me
found themselves in last place and him were both trying to
with 15 meters between them do the same things. We both
and the next team. Even farther picked it up toward the end
ahead, about 30 meters in front because we knew we had to.
of GVSU, was the EMU team, I feel like I gave it all I had.”
which held the first place spot.
The GVSU throwers scored
Ritter got the baton and big points for the Lakers as well.
exploded toward the other
Junior Kaylyn Hill took first
runners. Arms pumping, but in the women’s weight throw
still holding tightly to the ba with a toss of 18.18 meters.
ton, she zoomed past three of Redshirt junior Chris Saikalis
forced the shot 18.11 meters in
the runners in front of her.
With 100 meters to go, the men’s shot put to take fifth.
Ritter seemed to hit another Senior Darien Thornton also
gear while her opponents placed in the men’s shot put
began to slow their strides. with a throw of 16.49 meters.
Thornton returned to star
She got the Lakers fewer than
one meter from second place. iO, the men’s weight throw. It
As her 400 meters came to a was the last event to finish and
close, she handed the baton the entire GVSU team was
there clapping Thornton to vic
off to senior Brittany Terry.
Terry immediately passed tory on his final toss. With the
the Loyola University runner to Laker faithful urging him on,
mm
he recorded the
move GVSU into
event-winning
second.
Down
throw of 21.38
the stretch, she
“First meet of the
closed on EMU. year there’s always meters.
“I started off
Only two me
some rust to bust
slow, but started
ters behind, she
getting
stuff
handed the baton
off and get back
around at the
off to junior Skyin the competition
end,” Thornton
lar Dantzler.
swing of things.”
said. “It’s my best
Dantz1er
season-opener,
closed the gap
so I can’t com
entirely,
but
JERRY BALTES
plain there.
strong running
GVSU HEAD COACH
“It definitely
by EMU held off
helps
when
the late push. The
people support
Lakers finished
less than a second behind with you. You get a little energy go
ing and people are cheering
a time of 3:53.85.
Ritter and the relay team you on and you’re thinking, ‘I
were not the only highlight gotta do this for my team.’ It
definitely adds some distance.”
for GVSU on the day.
GVSU got another first“Zach Panning was re
ally good in the men’s 5K,” place finish in the men’s
800, as senior Ethan Barnes
Baltes said.
Panning, a redshirt fresh cruised to victory in 1:52.92.
“The first race is never easy,”
man from Fort Wayne, Indiana,
was able to claim the third-place he said. “But it’s good to get
spot for GVSU. With EMU’s back out there and run 800s
Willy Fink on a record-setting because that’s what I like to do.”
The GVSU teams won’t
pace in first place, Panning and
Michigan’s Tony Smoragiewicz compete again until Jan. 15 at
pulled away from the pack in the GVSU Bob Eubanks Open.
Ihe event will also be held in
the final 50 meters. Smoragie
wicz edged Panning in the end the Kelly Family Sports Center.

OF
WEEK
CONGRATS
GRADS!
POSTA PHOTO OF YOUR
FRESHMAN YEAR PICTURE
TO WIN! MAKE SURE TO
HASHTAG #GVTOTW
& #GVLANTHORN
TO INSTAGRAM.

Rearrange the letters to spell
something pertaining to the holidays.
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I

r
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double-digits in digs. Sophomore setter
Katie Olson dished out a match-high 41
assists to complement her 11 digs.
The box score exposes how close the
match actually was in contrast to the final
score. Both teams scored 66 points and
had 53 kills. Lewis had the better hitting
percentage (.186 to .182), but GVSU had
more digs (76-70) and blocks (9-8).
In the end, the seemingly unfixable
problem throughout the season - not being
able to close out tight sets - surfaced again
and ended the Lakers’ 2015 campaign.
“For some reason it’s just a hump this
team has never been able to get over all
season,” Scanlon said. “When you look at
the wins and losses it’s obviously frustrat
ing because I think this team did under
achieve. But, on the other hand, this is a
team that I really enjoyed being around.
“They’re wonderful girls. I wish it could
have been a more successful season for them.”

GAME ON: Senior libero Taylor Shomin prepares to serve the ball during Grand Valley State s game
against Lewis. The Laker team fell in four sets as their season drew to a close. GVL I kevin sielaff

WORD SCRAMBLE

SVFEETI

his teammates turned the ball
over once in the contest. Matt
Williams led the Laker receiv
ers with four catches for 107
yards and a touchdown.
Junior Marquez Gollman
laid a number of punishing
hits downfield, leading the
Lakers with eight total tackles,
while adding a sack.
GVSU surrendered few
explosive plays to the Thunderwolves, as the defense
managed to stay on assign
ment and bring down ball
carriers on first contact.
The Lakers gained 527
yards on offense, includ
ing a season-high 323
yards
rushing
behind
Carter’s mammoth outing.
The Lakers will take on
Shepherd (12-0) in the semi
finals on Dec. 12 in Shepherdstown, West Virginia.
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M. BASKETBALL

ROCKY START
Lakers drop first two
conference games at home
BY ADAM KNORR & ALEX EISEN
SPORTS@LANTHORN.COM

he Grand Valley State
men’s basketball team
opened GLIAC play
in discouraging fash
ion, dropping a pair
of conference games at home
amidst high hope following a 5-0
start to the season.
On Thursday night, GVSU fell to
Ashland 76-72 in overtime, and took
another punch on Saturday afternoon,
losing to Lake Erie 84-78.
The opener against Ashland (7-0,
2-0 GLIAC) was a back-and-forth af
fair, with no team leading by more
than seven points throughout the
contest. With the score tied 65-65 and
0.7 seconds to go in regulation, GVSU
had a chance to win.
The Lakers (5-2, 0-2 GLIAC)
ran an inbound play and freed up
forward Ricky Carbajal. Carbajal
got a clean look at the basket, but
the shot wouldn’t fall and the game
headed to overtime.
The Eagles outscored the Lakers
11-7 in the extra frame. Down 7472 with under a minute to go, junior
Trevin Alexander tried to hit Myles
Miller in the corner with a skip pass,
but the pass sailed high and out of
bounds. GVSU was forced to foul on
Ashland’s next possession, but the
Eagles missed both free throws to
give GVSU a chance.
Aaron Hayes’ layup didn’t fall,
and Ashland’s Wendell Davis hit two
free throws to knock GVSU from
the ranks of the unbeaten.

“We had some opportunities there
late - one sort of in transition where
we moved it around and Luke had a
shot, Ricky had an offensive rebound,”
said GVSU head coach Ric Wesley.
“Pretty good opportunities and we just
didn’t get them in there.”
The game was characterized by
stingy defense and a rough shooting
night by both teams, as neither reached
50 percent from the field. GVSU again
controlled the paint, outrebounding
Ashland 35-32 and scoring 42 points
in the paint to the Eagles’ 28.
The game was reminiscent of last
year’s marathon game in Ashland,
Ohio, in which the Eagles beat GVSU
93-92 in four overtimes.
“They’re a lot like us,” Wesley said.
“They’re a good physical team and
that’s kind of how our game was with
them last year. To their credit, they
made the plays. Our defense wasn’t
very good late. They got right to the
basket, got some easy opportuni
ties and the opportunities we got we
weren’t able to get them in the basket.”
The Lakers had a balanced at
tack, as five players scored in double
figures. Carbajal paced GVSU with
15 points, as junior Luke Ryskamp
added 14. Aaron Hayes dropped 13,
Alexander scored 11 and Chaz Rol
lins recorded 10.
GVSU dropped its second consec
utive conference game Saturday night
against Lake Erie. The Storm held off a
late surge by the Lakers to win 84-78.
Lake Erie’s largest lead of 23
points with 12:14 left in the game
was whittled down to only four with
16 seconds remaining.

HACKED: Grand Valley State point guard Aaron Hayes gets fouled as he goes up for a shot during GVSU's overtime loss to
Ashland at the Fieldhouse Arena on Dec. 3. The Lakers lost to Lake Erie the next night and are now 5-2. GVL I KEVIN SIELAFF

A steal off an inbound on a fullcourt trap by Ryskamp and an im
mediate foul put the GVSU junior
guard at the free throw line with 11
seconds left with a chance to cut
the Storm’s lead in half.
Ryskamp missed both attempts
and Lake Erie iced the game with
free throws at the other end. The
Lakers went 16-30 (53.3 percent) at
the charity stripe and 27-52 (51.9
percent) from the field.
GVSU couldn’t get into a rhythm
shooting and struggled to take care of
the ball. Under the constant harass
ment of the Storm defense, the Lakers
gave up 22 points on 17 turnovers.
“Not a great night and certainly
not the kind of start to our confer
ence (schedule) we would have
hoped for,” Wesley said. “I’m disap
pointed in just the way we played

the first half and I have to give (Lake
Erie) a lot of credit. The way they
shot the ball was unbelievable and
maybe as good as anybody has every
shot the ball against us here.”
Six different Lake Erie players con
tributed to 10 Storm 3-pointers in the
first half, propelling them to a 52-36
lead going into the locker room. Ju
nior forward Michael Morris knocked
down three triples and finished with
season-high 19 points.
“(The 3-pointers) really set us
back a lot,” Hayes said. “We were
down a ton of points, so at halftime
we regrouped, got our focus and
came out hard in the second half.
We had nothing to lose at that point.”
Hayes had a team-high 16 points
to go along with four assists. Rollins
played one of his better games, and got
praised from Wesley afterwards, as the

senior recorded his first double-dou
ble of the season with a season-high in
points (13) and rebounds (13).
While the second-half comeback
was a positive sign, the Lakers need
to right the ship before it sinks any
faster in GLIAC play. .
“We are not the golden child. We
are not the Cleveland Cavaliers,” Wes
ley said. “I don’t know that we’re going
to be favored in many games. It’s going
to be 50/50 or we are probably going to
a bit of an underdog.”
The pair of losses ended an oth
erwise successful seven-game home
stand to start the season (5-2). The
Lakers will take to the road for a pair of
conference matches next week against
Tiffin (3-4, 0-2 GLIAC) on Dec. 11
and Ohio Dominican (3-5,0-2 GLI
AC) on Dec. 13.

W. BASKETBALL

Lakers split homestand
GV falls to Ashland, tops Lake Erie in conference play
BY BEAU TROUTMAN
BTROU TMA N@LA N THORN. COM

rand Valley State
University (5-2, 1-1
GLIAC) looked to put
the first mark in the
loss column for un
defeated Ashland (5-0,1-0 GLIAC)
on Thursday night in the first game
of a two-game homestead, includ
ing a game against Lake Erie (4-3,
1-1 GLIAC) on Saturday.
Despite GVSU having a fourpoint lead with a little over three
minutes left in the game, Ashland’s
advantage inside proved too be too
much for the Lakers in a 72-65 loss.
“I thought we battled,” said
GVSU head coach Mike Williams.
“We talked about finishing plays,
finishing games, finishing pos
sessions, and I thought we had a
chance with 3:20 to go when we
were up four, but we didn’t finish.”
The Lakers were out-rebounded
51-36, and had no answer for the
Eagles’ Laina Snyder, who led the
team with 16 points and 18 boards.
“I thought tonight we got
pushed around a little bit,” Williams

said. “It’s a good lesson for us.”
One player for the Lakers
who didn’t get pushed around
was forward Kayla Dawson,
who led all scorers with 26
points on 10-19 shooting. She
was one of only two Lakers
to score in double figures, the
other being Piper Tucker (10
points), who was in foul trouble
early.
Laker senior Brionna Barnett
had a tough night, as she totaled
only nine points on 4-of-19 shoot
ing. While the Lakers failed to get
an all-around performance on the
offensive end, Dawson says it was
the rebounding that did them in.
“We lost the boards battle. Of
fensively, we just weren’t crashing
the boards as hard as we normally
do. Even on the defensive end,
they were getting opportunities
there, so they kind of out-hustled
us, and that’s where we have to be
our best,” she said.
The Lakers rebounded liter
ally and figuratively on Saturday,
and came away with a 70-54 win
against Lake Erie, thanks to a
team total of 21 offensive boards.
“We were more active,” Williams

said. “Some of what Lake Erie did
lends itself to (getting rebounds).
They want to trap you and double
you, so there’s more movement
going towards the basket, and so I
think players were in there, got re
ally active and made plays.”
The Lakers jumped out to a 24-8
lead in the first quarter, but cooled
down considerably in the second
quarter. Lake Erie was able to bring
it back within five points with 3:36
left in before the break, and GVSU
took a 37-30 lead into the half.
The second half was more Lak
er-friendly, as GVSU outscored
Lake Erie 33-24. Barnett led the
way with 15 second-half points on
5 for 6 shooting after scoring only
four points in the first half.
Piper Tucker had 11 points,
seven rebounds and four steals in a
good all-around performance.
“Just sticking together was a
big thing,” Barnett said. “I think
during Ashland’s game, we kind
of got away from each other a lit
tle bit and just trusting each other,
so I think that was the key.”
The Lakers needed the big per
formance from their senior point
guard, who has been singled out

FLOOR GENERAL: Brionna Barnett. Grand Valley State’s point guard, dribbles the ball up
the court during GVSU’s game against Ashland on Dec. 3 at home. GVL | kasey garvelink

by opposing defenses early on.
“We talked to her and we just said, ‘Hey,
you’re fine. Shots are going to fall some
games, some they aren’t,”’ Williams said.
“But I thought with her, her demeanor was
real good, she didn’t waver and get down
on herself when things didn’t go well, and
that’s why she played well.”
lake Erie had three players score in

LAKER EXCHANGE

double figures. Kaylor Gabor dropped 15i
Kaeding Skelton scored 13 and Sami Narducci added 12. The rest of the team only
scored a combined 14 points.
Next weekend, the Lakers will take to
the road for two games in Ohio. On Friday
they’ll take on Tiffin, followed by a game
against Ohio Dominican on Sunday.

FREE CLASSIFIEDS FOR STUDENTS, FACULTY AND STAFF
some restrictions apply
email lakerexchange@lanthorn.com for more info on restrictions
FOR COMMERCIAL RATES EMAIL

lakerexchange(a)lanthom.com

OR CALL 616 331-2460
-

AERIALS
I * GYM 616 364-8320
-

J 6001 Coit Av«. NE Grand Rapids Ml 49525

College Night
Aerials Gym
Every Saturday Night
'$ lOPerPenon
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’10pm to

12 am

Announcements

Announcements

Bus tickets to Chicago,
Milwaukee, and Duluth, a
fleet of luxury motorcoaches
makes Indian Trails the
perfect choice for all kinds of
trips—from daily commutes
to weekend getaways.

Call for papers: Michigan
Academy Conference at
SVSU on 3/14/16. Sciences,
social sciences, humanities
represented. Submit

ANSWERS

TO
PUZZLES

abstracts

Announcements Horseshoe Smokehouse
offers true southern
barbecue in the heart of
Grand Rapids. GVSU
students receive a $10
special Monday - Thursday,
so stop on by!

to

xcdsystem.com/masal by
12/3/15
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Announcements

Employment

What do trampolines and
aerobics have in common?
Aerials Gym of course! Fun
times to be had during their
college night every
Saturday, 10pm to 12am,
only $10/person. Visit
www.aerialsgymgr.com for
more information!

JOB OFFER AVAILABLE.
Experience
Full-time/part-time drivers
needed immediately.
$670 per week
Interested person should

Employment

Housing

The Lanthorn is accepting
resumes and letters of
intent for a Distribution
Manager position. Job
duties include managing a
distribution team and
maintaining accurate
tracking materials. Check
Lakerjobs for a full job
description, or send letters
and resumes to
assistantbusiness@ lanthorn
com

I am looking for a
sub-leaser for the summermonths at Copper Beech
apartments. The apartment
is a four bedroom and it’s
furnished. Also, it has 4.5
bathrooms. You get your
own bathroom in your room
Rent is $452 a month and
utilities are in your hands
Contact me (Frankie) by
phone or text at
(586)817-3288

i

contact:
fallingstarsl 931 @gmail.com

♦ •i • •

